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Oswald Avery and the Origin of Molecular Biology

NICHOLAS RUSSELL

It is now twenty years since James Watson published his personal account of the dis-

covery of the structure of DNA andtriggered the growingscholarly studyof the roots of
molecular biology.! Watson himself was not concerned with the study of nucleic acids
before he became directly involved but at least three detailed histories of the early

development of molecular biology have subsequently appeared, together with books,
papers and reviews fromothers whotookpart,ortheir partisan representatives. Of these
three histories,☝ only one does justice to Avery☂s work. His surviving DNA collaborator,

MacLyn McCarty, believes that only Olby in The Path to the Double Helix deals

adequately with Avery☂s contribution. '
There can belittle doubt that the publication in 1944 of the paper on transformation

in Pueumococeis by Avery, MacLeod and McCarty marked a majorstep in the origin of

molecular biology.* The demonstration that the transforming substance was probably
DNAprovided the first clear association between a genetic phenomenonand a nucleic

acid. Nine years later Watson and Crick established their successful model structure for

DNA.☂
The muted tone of Avery☂s conclusions and the apparent lack of response to the

paper have led some to question whether Avery really understood the significance of
what he had found and ask if the paper was not in somesense ☁premature☂, or its content
merely ☁information☂ as opposed to ☁knowledge☂.® It has been shownthat Avery wascer-
tainly aware of the implications and that several people had nodifficulty in seeing the

paper as ☁knowledge☂ and rapidly integrating its findings into their own research.☂ The
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real problem is not that so many mayor maynothavefailed to notice it, but how the
paper cameto bewritten in the first place. Young molecular biologists ought to know
howunlikely it was that their discipline should have started how and whenit did.

Avery wassixty-seven years old when the transformation paper was published. His
previous work had beenextensive and wide-ranging, but confined to bacteriology and
immunology. From the year whenhe wasfirst appointed to the Rockefeller Institute until
the time that sulphonamides replaced immunotherapyin the treatmentofinfectious dis-
eases in the late 1930s, Avery☂s work wascentred roundthe preparation, monitoring and
improvementof passive immunotherapy for pneumoniapatients. The complex typology
of the Pueumococcus bacterium made this exacting work. The research conducted on
transformationin his laboratory musthavefitted intellectually into this immunological
programme.

Avery and his group worked sporadically on the transformation problem for some
sixteen years between 1928 and 1944. I have speculated recently that the biographichis-
tory and personality of scientists has a deeper influence ontheir science than is sometimes
supposed.☂ Avery☂s transformation work seems a suitable preliminarytest of this idea,
since it was done without the spur of competition, there seems to have been no clear
theoretical objective and the isolated nature ofhis findings seems to preclude a sociologi-
cal explanation. However, there is an ironyin selecting Avery as a subject. He himself
believed that the personal life of the scientist played no role whateverin scientific achieve-
ment.'? Fewof his personal records have survived. We are dependent on descriptions of
him provided by some ofhis colleagues. What followsis an extension of the views of one
of his main collaborators, René Dubos.

The experimental approach which Avery adopted in the investigation of transforma-
tion fitted firmlyinto the pattern of his previous research. Heisolated and,as far as poss-
ible, identified a chemical molecule responsible for initiating a biological process. This
was his hallmark. He repeatedlytried to uncover simple chemical bases for complex
biological phenomenaand cajoled biochemists into helping himisolate and identify such
substances. Oneof his central techniques was to digest away contaminating substances
with enzymes, leaving a crude extract of the substance in whose biology he was
interested. The transformation experiments were linear descendants ofsimilar exercises
done manytimesbefore. The same experimentalstyle had been used throughout.'' How
did transformation persist for long enough in Avery☂s immunological programmeto
become the basis of a programmein molecular genetics?

Griffith first reported Paeunococcal transformationin 1928.'* He showed thatif a
live, non-virulent Type {I strain was injected into a group of mice together with a heat
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killed virulent Type [ strain. some mice died of pneumonia andalive, virulent Type |
strain could be isolated trom them. After checking carefully that the result was not due
to failure to kill the Type I bacteria properly, Griffith concluded that the co-infection had
somehowcaused a transformationof the avirulent Type I] into a virulent Type I strain.

This was extremely surprising. Although spontaneous and stable changes in bae-
teriological physiology were well recognized bythis date, such changes had never been
observed across strains. Bacterial strains and varieties were regarded as fixed entities.
Griffith☂s results suggested that strains were not as stable as nearly everyone had
supposed."

In Avery☂s laboratorythe results were greeted with dismay. His team had recently
succeeded in demonstrating that the differences between Puemmococcus strains were
caused solely by differences in the structure of the polysaccharides in their capsules and
not by more complex biological factors, that these polysaccharides were the basis of
bacterial virulence and antigenic properties, and that variation in the efficiency of the
hostresponsetothe different strains were also a consequence of this molecular variation.
Theidea that the strains were not stable created a newlayer of complexity for Avery☂s
elegant thesis that the key to the complex physiologyof host-Prenmococcusrelations lay
in capsule molecular structure. Theinitial response at the Rockefeller was to hope that
Griffith☂s results were wrong, 7

Avery and Griffith held different views about the clinical and biological significance
of Type variation in Puenmococeus. During the clinical progress ofa pneumoniacase,
several Puenmococcus strains might be recovered. Avery's group interpreted such
changesasfluctuations in the fortunesofdifferent types within a mixed Prrenmococcal
population at different stages of the infective process. Griffith adopted the alternative
view that Prenmococcal types might revert or mutate one to another during the course
of an infection. For Avery the Types were distinct and separate forms, almost with the
status of species, while for Griffith they were unstable varieties. For Avery, the differences
betweenstrains were paramount; for Griffith what mattered was their likely affinity.

Griffith therefore found the instability of Types easy to accept. He explained transfor-
mation by supposing that some substance fromthe dead strain had modified the live one.
The process could not simply be explained by the live bacteria incorporating carbo-
hydrates from the dead onesinto their capsules, since transformation would not occurif
the dead strain was subjected to temperatures higher than 80°C, implying that the trans-
forming phenomenonwasthermolabile, while carbohydrates themselves are thermo-
stable. The carbohydrate antigens and the putative transforming principle were separate.
The reversion betweentypes suggested to Griffith that the carbohydrates had some com-
moncore structure which could perhaps be modified or rebuilt by manipulation with
somesort of template material released from the dead Type. He sawthetransitions
between strains as minor adaptive shifts produced by changing environmentalcir-
cumstances. Avery's deep commitmentto the separation andspecificity of Types made
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it impossible for him to see it that way. The existence of transformation of Type pre-
sented an intellectual threat and implied the existence of a major, as yet unexplored,
phenomenon.'*

Investigationsinto transformation began in Avery☂s laboratory only after confirma-
tion from other places had occurred. Dawson,a young Canadianphysician, had already
been looking at the process of reversion between virulent and non-virulent forms within
single strains at Avery☂s behest in 1926 and 1927. He confirmedthe existence oftransfer

between strains in 1930. He and Sia then began to try to induce transformation with
mixedstrains i# vitro, succeeding in this and publishing in 1931.'°

Avery☂s active involvement with transformation in this early period was probably
minimal, because the concept was so opposedto his own views onthe fixed, immutable
nature of Preumococcus strains. Avery☂s name did not appear on Dawson☂s papers
reporting the confirmation of transformation,sure signs that he had played no planning
or experimentalpart in the work.'☝ Dawsonleftfor a clinical post later in 1930 and was

replaced by Alloway. The programme now began to fit more closely with Avery☂s
approach as Alloway attemptedto separate a soluble chemical principle from the dead
cells which could induce transformation. He succeeded in obtaining such an extract and
produced, in 1932, a crude alcohol precipitate of what was certainly DNA. Neither
Dawson nor Allowaycameto firm conclusions aboutthe origin or natureof their trans-
forming substance, but both believed it waseither part of, or closely associated with, the
capsular materials and was probably a protein or glycoprotein. Alloway in turn left
Avery☂s laboratory in 1932 and for the next two years Avery continued onhis own. It
seems reasonable to assume that Avery became directly involved in transformation
research sometime during 1930.

1933 and 1934 were intenselyfrustrating years. Using Alloway☂s techniques,the iso-
lation of the active principle was completely erratic; sometimes anextract witha testable
transforming activity was isolated butas often as not there was nothing. Avery neverthe-
less persisted, although there were other, more successful programmesgoing on in which
he was heavily involved.

With Goebel he was pioneering the use of Landsteiner☂sartificial antigen techniques
to discoverprecisely what features of the capsular polysaccharide were antigenic, laying
down the ground rules for the discipline of analytical immunochemistry, while with
Duboshe wasinvestigating a bacterial enzyme which had the ability to digest TypeII]
capsular antigensix vivo and renderthis particularly dangerous strain harmless, They
were testing the enzyme on variety of animal species with a view to demonstratingits

safety for trials in man.'*

By 1934 at the latest, Avery☂s thinking on transformation had becomethesubjectof

a☁red seal record☂, the famous monologues whichhe delivered to colleagues and students,
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with the twin objectives of clarifying his ownthinking and stimulating others to subordi-

nate their work to his programmes.'☝ Yet theidentificationofthe transforming principle

would not apparently have contributed much to the analysis of either capsular antigens

for improved immunotherapyor anti-Type Hl enzyme chemotherapy.

Transformation could have beeninterpreted, of course, as a mutational event, with

the change in Typeresulting fromalteration in carbohydrate structure a consequence of

genetic change in the bacterium, since the biological specificity of polysaccharide struc-

ture was a thread which ran through much of Avery☂s work. However,there ts no evi-

dence that Averywas thinking within such a genetic framework at that time. Once he had

clearly perceived the genetic possibilities some five yearslater, he did start reading very

widelyin genetics. Dubos believedthat his interest in transformation had more to do with

an unsuccessful programme,his investigation of the reasons for the poor antigenic per-

formance of TypeIII vaccines used toraise antisera in experimental animals.

Avery believed that this was because the capsular antigens were digested off the

bacterial surface, a process he called☁antigenic dissociation☂, either by host anti-bacterial

response or by an agent released from the bacteria themselves during autolysis. There

were obviously conceptual connections between a principle which seemedto assemble

capsular materials at the cell surface (transformation) and a putative principle which

digested the capsular materials off (antigenic dissociation). Avery evidently believed that

there was some point in pursuing these phenomenain tandem, hoping that a coherent

solution to the problemofthe failed Type If vaccine would emerge.☝

MacLeod joined Avery's group in 1934, and responding to Avery's ☁red seal record☂

induction on transformation worked for three years on the topic. He made great

improvements on Dawson and Alloway☂s procedures, especially in the selection of suit-

able bacterial strains, in growing the transforming strain on a large scale and in theiso-

lation and assay of the soluble principle. But nothing was published and even in 1937

there waslittle definite evidence of what the principle might be, although it seemed cer-

tain that it could not be either protein or carbohydrate.7!

Avery☂s grip overthe diverse researchin his laboratory may have faltered at about this

time because the incipient Grave's disease from whichhe suffered reached

a

crisis point.

Sometime in 1934 or 1935 he underwent partial thyroidectomy and was convalescentfor

some time afterwards.22 MacLeod continued work on transformation, enthused byhis

newresearchcareer, acting as the flywheel which carried the programme through what

might otherwise have been a deadspot. It seems doubtful whether Avery would have

picked upthe threadsofthis project again if MacLeod had notbeen occupied moreorless

full-time on it between 1934 and 1937.

Twoof Avery☂s major research themes, the preparation ofa suitable antiserum and

an enzyme chemotherapeutic agent against Type III Pnenmococcus, were rendered

obsolete by the appearance of sulphonamidesin the mid-1930s.73 In 1937 MacLeod☂s
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work on transformation stopped abruptly and for the next three years he wasinvolved,
amongst otherthings, in testing the effectiveness of sulphonamidesin the treatment of

pneumonia. Between 1937 and 1940 Avery wasalso diverted awayfrom transformation.
The problem lostits attraction. He concentrated on the isolation of a host♥response sub-
stance, the C-reactive protein, perhapsdeliberately diverting his attention from the dying

fields of bacterial typology and passive immunotherapyto his otherlifelong interest, the
host response to pathogens. So fascinated did he become by this substance that he
diverted the young Hotchkiss away from transformation, about which he wasenthused,
onto C-reactive protein, a rare example of Avery overtly directing one of his junior

colleagues.☝4

The transformation programme wassuddenly revived in 1940. MacLeod and Avery
made a concertedeffort to purify and identify the transforming principle.?> Whereasin
1937 neitherofthem seems to have had anytheoretical insight to drive the work forward,
beyond a vague desire to know more about capsular antigen behaviour in order to
improve or modify vaccine production for antibody preparation, by 1940 it seems clear

that Averyhad realized the possibility that transformation was a form of mutation. The
specificity of Puermococcus Types resided in their capsule carbohydrate molecules. The
separate transforming molecule, since it apparently controlled these carbohydrate struc-
tures, was behaving like a gene. The grander implication wasthat the transforming sub-

stance might not merely act like a gene in the local example of Preuntococcal typology.
but be a molecule with more widespread, even universal, genetic properties.

First with MacLeod and then, from 1941, with McCarty the programmeofeliminat-
ing molecularspecies fromtheprinciple and positivelycorrelating the remaining compo-
nent to the known behaviour andproperties of purified DNA went aheadsteadily. By late
1942 the identity of the transforming substance as DNA and the genetic consequences
which followed were freely discussed in Avery☂s laboratory as essentially established
facts.*° Early in 1944 the work was published andthereaction, or lack of it, among the
biochemical and genetic communitiesis usually the point at which historians of molecu-
lar biology becomeinterested.

The most difficult period to understand in the tortuous story of Preumococcus work
in Avery's laboratoryis from 1932-1937, whenthe presence of a chemical transforming
agent was apossibility and its isolation and identification were the objectives of Avery's
research on transformation within his immunological programme. Transformation
research was abandonedin 1937 and then revived in 1940 whenhe sawthat it might be
a genetic phenomenon. This was a bold theoretical step on his part. Even by that date,
few believed that bacteria showed genetic phenomenaparallel to those found in higher

organisms.☝

What kept Avery pushing the programme forwardfor so long through aperiod of ill-

ness whenthe goal of his work seemed so vague? Despite his notorious reluctance to enter
into argument or speak in public, Avery was both a self-confident and an optimistic
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man,both personality traits necessary to continue down a path with no immediate
goal. In addition he was a manofgreat persistence.☝☝ Once he had started a project he

was reluctant to leave it while there was no clear dénouement.
Avery wasnotaninitiator of fundamental research programmes. He always allowed

the ultimate targets of his work to be set externally.☜ Atthe Rockefeller Institute his brief
was to investigate pneumonia organisms with the object of improving therapy. Under
these circumstances the lack of anyclear theoretical point to the transformation experi-
ments might not have worried him; the work could proceed, somewhat aimlesslessly if

need be, under cover of the laboratory's overall objectives. He only abandonedtransfor-

mation, or at least put it on the backburner, when the whole direction of the laboratory
wascalled into questionbythe arrival of sulphonamides, confirming Dubos☂ opinionthat

the place of the transformation work was in the immunotherapy programme. Avery

perhapslost his wayin this period, only recovering his momentumwiththe insight that

transformation might be a genetic process.

As a corollary of his lack of interest in setting his owntargets his dominant mou-

vation wasnot in the solution of problemsor in making newdiscoveries, which were for

him almost epiphenomena. His real joy lay in the developmentof experimental proce-

dures to resolve externally set questions. The processof solving the problemwas far more

interesting to him thanthe ultimate outcome. The designof elegant experimental solu-

tions using the minimumof data to provide maximuminformation was wherehis true

creativity lay.*! This concern with economyof means may have beenthe mirrorofhis

personal economy ofeffort, which took the formofstudiously rationing his enthusiasm

for the job in hand and ruthlessly excluding wider scientific concerns or administrative

and social chores. This was especially true after his thyroidectomy in the mid-1930s.

Only in this way could he possibly have remained a productivescientist actively planning

work and engaged with his junior colleagues at the bench, rather than a figurehead or

administrator, to such a great age.

Several factors were significant in Avery☂s career andtherefore, in a sense, causes of

the transformation breakthrough. The Rockefeller Institutes☂s main scientific

philosophy,as noisily dispensed by Jacques Loeb, was that complex biologywas resolv-

able to simple physics and chemistry. Avery wasalready predisposedtothis pointof view

from workingfor the chemist Benjamin White in the Hoagland laboratories before he

arrived at the Rockefeller.*☝ The search for simple causes for apparently complex pro-

cesses was a leitmotif of his experimentalstyle.

Dubos sees Avery☂s career as a paradigm of the swing in emphasis of medical and

social research away from epidemiologyand the clinical analysis of infections towards

investigating the fundamental biology and chemistryofthe causative organismsandthe

host response. Nevertheless, Avery remained weddedto the notionthathis overall objec-

tive should be the improvementof medical therapy, but the change in research emphasis
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allowed physicians of Avery☂s generation and the one following to pursue laboratory

rather thanclinical careers for the first time. The shift in the framework,the existence of

places like the Rockefeller Institute and the reductionist attitudes there are clearly

sociological influences on Avery☂s work.

But it does not seem to stretch the point too far to claim that the continuation of the

transformation work in Avery☂s laboratory,especially between the early 1930s andearly

1940s when no-oneelse seemedto regardit as interesting, owes a great deal to Avery's

uniqueresearchstyle. The driving force washis persistent urge to challenge the ingenuity

of experimental design skills, either his own or those of his younger colleagues whose

proceduresheinfluencedin his subtle and unassuming way. The work was not, perhaps,

central to his major research programmesin practical immunologyandyet, despite dis-

couragementand black spots, the work wasnot abandoned andit continued long enough

to be ☁transformed☂into the basis for a search for a molecule with genetic properties. Only

his laboratory kept on with it. Perhaps the best analogyis the studio of a Renaissance

artist. The master himself designed and planned the works, putting his own handto the

important areas and encouraging and training his apprentices to both emulatehis style

and eventually stand ontheir ownfeet. This influence persisted despite Avery☂s physical

absence and non-participationin the programme when both Dawson and MacLeoddid

their most important work, while Avery himself initiated verylittle experimental work

after 1935.

If it is true that the transformation work was a direct consequenceof his unique style

it seems reasonable to see this stvle as a reflection of the kind of individual he was, This

has to remain a reasonable assumption rather than a demonstrated link because the

materials which might proveit, the records of his personal life, have not survived. This

should alert us all to the need to collect archival material on science and scientists in the

modern era" if we are ever to understand the motorof this most significant component

in the history of the twentieth century. | propose that we ascribe this critical step in the

origin of molecular biology, the discovery that transformationis caused by DNA,to the

influence of a specific personality in a particular scientific context, giving more weight

here to the personal character andhistoryof the scientist than to such alternativesas the

internal logic or opportunism of evolving research fields (the discovery and purification

of nucleic acid digesting enzymesor the refining of the chemical basis of immuno-speci-

ficity in the 1930s, for instance) or the influence of social andinstitutional forces operat-

ing upon Averyandhis laboratory from ahigherplane of organization.
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